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A plethora of permit applications, road plans, lawsuits, proposed settlement agreements and issues surrounding
financial feasibility and financial impact. These are aspects of the relationship between the citizens and government of
Lee County, and the proposed Babcock development. Many of the issues fly under the radar screen of general public
awareness.…..
A Babcock-proposed Lee Plan change identifying severe road expansion in east Lee County (see Carla
Johnston article below)
Several planning-related agreements provided to the BOCC for signature that avoided the LPA public hearing process.
An agreement with Sierra Club for Babcock to pursue an east-west expressway on which there has been no
visible pursuit.
The contention by Mr. Jim English and others that Babcock’s proposed surface water management plan
does not adequately address Lee citizens’ property rights by exceeding historic flow rates.
Notwithstanding the above issues, the County Attorney has submitted a proposed lawsuit settlement
agreement regarding Babcock water and traffic impacts for BOCC consideration at its August 11 meeting. The document has not been presented at public outreach gatherings or at the Local Planning Agency.
Why are we-speed-of-light submissive to cause irreparable harm of our beloved county in order to accommodate illplaced growth in an adjacent county? What happened to community participation? Where is the compromise? Why not
“just say no” for now? Stand back. Take a look at the impact. Consider the feasibility of the “Babcock Plan” in our current
economic environment and the impact of its possible financial failure. Its time to slow down the train.

Carla Johnston Moves for “No Transmittal” of Babcock Proposal
On July 27, the LPA heard the Babcock-submitted Lee Comp Plan Amendment outlining severe road expansion in East Lee County to accommodate their community’s traffic. Many east
Lee community members spoke against, recommending “no transmittal” and suggesting the
alternative of an appropriately-sized Charlotte County link from Babcock direct to I-75/US 41.
Ms. Johnson moved to oppose transmittal, and the motion carried. In subsequent correspondence, Ms Johnston stated “Mobility connecting BRC with the rest of the world must be
solved; but we owe it to the Lee taxpayers, to those whose job it is to pay for and manage all
the roads in Lee County, to those who were promised in the Lee Plan that they could live in
rural communities to "get it right"“. Further considerations she cited that need to be addressed:
Transportation alternatives to roads; impact on Lee ad valorem taxes; developer’s plan in light
of market collapse; cost allocations and road distributions between Lee and Charlotte Counties.

West Alva’s newest shopping sensation is The Bargain Bin at 14801 Palm
Beach Boulevard, almost across from Tractor Supply and next to Gail’s
Family Hairstyling. Carrie Brown recently opened the store, chocked full
of everything and anything at almost give-away prices: Clothing for all
ages, construction tools, furniture, a moped, housewares, electronics, wall
adornments, books and much more. It’s a great place to check first, especially in these tough times!

August 10 (Monday) Alva Inc. membership meeting, 7 PM, Alva Community Center.
August 11 (Tuesday) BOCC meeting, 9:30 am, BOCC Chambers. County Attorney to present proposed Babcock settlement.
August 18 (Tuesday): ELCC Meeting, 6:30 PM, Olga Community Center.
September 23 & 24 (Wednesday/Thursday): BOCC hearing on North River Village.

Next Meeting: Monday August10, 7PM, Alva Community Center
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